Larger gray matter volumes in neuropsychiatric long-COVID syndrome
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ABSTRACT

Neuropsychiatric symptoms are the most common sequelae of long-COVID. As accumulating evidence suggests an impact of survived SARS-CoV-2-infection on brain physiology, it is necessary to further investigate brain structural changes in relation to course and neuropsychiatric symptom burden in long-COVID.

To this end, the present study investigated 3T-MRI scans from long-COVID patients suffering from neuropsychiatric symptoms (\textit{n} = 30), and healthy controls (\textit{n} = 20). Whole-brain comparison of gray matter volume (GMV) was conducted by voxel-based morphometry. To determine whether changes in GMV are predicted by neuropsychiatric symptom burden and/or initial severity of symptoms of COVID-19 and time since onset of COVID-19 stepwise linear regression analysis was performed.

Significantly enlarged GMV in long-COVID patients was present in several clusters (spanning fronto-temporal areas, insula, hippocampus, amygdala, basal ganglia, and thalamus in both hemispheres) when compared to controls. Time since onset of COVID-19 was a significant regressor in four of these clusters with an inverse relationship. No associations with clinical symptom burden were found.

GMV alterations in limbic and secondary olfactory areas are present in long-COVID patients and might be dynamic over time. Larger samples and longitudinal data in long-COVID patients are required to further clarify the mediating mechanisms between COVID-19, GMV and neuropsychiatric symptoms.

1. Introduction

The current pandemic caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) poses an ongoing challenge to treatment of severe acute conditions, but also to treatment of survivors with long lasting symptoms following the SARS-CoV-2 infection. While many organs are affected after suffering from Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), mental health problems are particularly prominent as up to 78% of survivors develop neuropsychiatric long-COVID symptoms lasting more than 4 weeks after acute infection (Groff et al., 2021; Schou et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2021). Most common are symptoms of depression, anxiety, and cognitive deficits. These symptoms impair the individuals quality of life and pose a general socioeconomic burden (Iqbal et al., 2021). While it is not known yet, what specifically causes these persisting neuropsychiatric symptoms of long-COVID, it has been originally speculated that people with initially severe symptoms of COVID-19 are likely to present with long-COVID symptoms in general for months (Yong, 2021). The severity of COVID-19 disease was defined by WHO and the severe symptoms include hospitalization and delivery of oxygen. Predicting factors of neuropsychiatric long-COVID symptoms are age, gender, and previous presence of psychiatric disorders, but the findings have been inconsistent until now (Schou et al., 2021). With respect to the time-course of neuropsychiatric long-COVID symptoms, studies indicate either spontaneous or symptomatic-therapy-induced remission (Matalon et al., 2021). However, in some patients cognitive dysfunctions might even worsen over time (Lu et al., 2020). Just the lack of knowledge of the pathology caused by SARS-CoV-2 and the long-lasting symptoms makes the treatment challenging. However, there
is hope, that the understanding of the pathogenic factors causing these long-lasting symptoms will allow to identify targeted therapy options.

Up to date, most neuroimaging studies in patients with COVID-19 were carried out in patients in the acute stage. The methods applied were either just visual inspection or automated statistical analysis of neuroradiological images. Such studies report visible alterations spanning signs of cerebral hemorrhage, strokes, and cerebral swelling and structural alterations in olfactory system, corpus callosum, cingulate cortex, and insula (Najt et al., 2021).

So far, evidence for long-lasting brain structural changes, (i.e. on the neural correlates of the neuropsychiatric long-COVID syndrome), is scarce, and mediators of these long-lasting changes were not identified yet. One of the first voxel-based morphometry (VBM) study of structural changes in long-COVID (3 months after acute COVID-19) reported increased bilateral gray matter volumes (GMV) in olfactory cortices, hippocampi, insulas, left Rolandic operculum, left Heschl’s gyrus, and right cingulate gyrus in patients compared to controls. Moreover, an association of GMV alterations with symptoms of memory impairment and loss of smell was reported (Lu et al., 2020). Another VBM study, carried out 6 months after acute COVID-19, identified increased GMV in bilateral hippocampus and amygdala, with GMV of left hippocampus and amygdala being negatively correlated with post-traumatic stress symptoms (Tu et al., 2021). Furthermore, a source-based morphometry (SBM) study using computed tomography scans (CT) in 120 patients (58 cases with COVID-19 vs. 62 non-infected, in neurological care during and amygdala being negatively correlated with post-traumatic stress symptoms (Tu et al., 2021). In sum, the existing literature implies relevant lingering effects of COVID-19 on cortical brain structure in the aforementioned regions. Yet, as the majority of previous neuroimaging studies did not account for neuropsychiatric symptoms in long-COVID patients, it appears widely unclear how brain structural alterations might be related to neuropsychiatric symptoms in long-COVID, and more specifically which brain structural correlates might characterize neuropsychiatrically affected long-COVID patients.

To address this gap in the literature, the present study compared GMV of 30 patients with neuropsychiatric long-COVID symptoms and 20 healthy controls. Based on the previously published studies, we expected brain structural group differences in areas relevant to cognition and emotion. We expected these alterations to be associated with neuropsychiatric symptom burden. Since long-COVID symptom burden was previously reported to depend on the severity of acute COVID-19 and time since onset of COVID-19, we hypothesized an association of GMV differences with these factors, too.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants and assessment

From April 2021 to September 2021 we included 30 long-COVID patients with neuropsychiatric symptoms and 20 healthy controls with no prior infection with COVID-19. Both groups were matched regarding age and gender with no significant differences of mean values between groups. In addition, groups did not differ regarding years of education, crystallized IQ and body mass index, as confirmed by independent sample t-tests. An overview of demographic characteristics, results of the independent sample t-tests and long-COVID related information is given in Table 1.

Patients were recruited from the post-COVID outpatient clinic of the Department of Internal Medicine IV (Infectiology) and the Department of Neurology of Jena University Hospital. They had undergone verification of their post-COVID condition (via real-time reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) at the time of acute infection), anamnesis covering timepoint and severity of their COVID-19 symptoms according to WHO by a board-certified physician. The WHO subdivides patients with COVID-19 into mild disease (ambulatory cases, WHO scores 1 to 3), moderate disease (hospitalised cases, score 4, no oxygen therapy, and score 5, oxygen by mask or nasal prongs) severe and critical disease (hospitalised cases scores 6 to 9, cared for with intensive ventilation and intensive care procedures) (World Health Organization-Global Forum for Health Research - Mental Health Research Mapping Project, 2020). Among our patients two received therapy (score of 5), two were hospitalised without oxygen therapy (score of 4) and all others were treated ambulatory with scores of 2 and 3. Anamnesis also covered subject’s symptoms of fatigue, depression and cognitive impairment as leading neuropsychiatric symptoms in long-COVID.

In line with the study’s specific focus on neuropsychiatric impairment in long-COVID patients, inclusion criterion for the study was reported symptoms of fatigue and/or depressed mood and/or impairment of memory and concentration at their appointment with the physician in the post-COVID outpatient clinic. Symptoms were determined by clinical interview and screening via Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9), Fatigue Assessment Scale (FAS) and Montreal Cognitive Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Demographic data and anamnesis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic characteristics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long-COVID patients (n = 30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>healthy controls (n = 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in years, mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent samples t-test (t, sig.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent samples t-test (t, sig.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education in years, mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent samples t-test (t, sig.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM1 (kg/m²), mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent samples t-test (t, sig.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ (MWT-B), mean (SD) range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent samples t-test (t, sig.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity of COVID (WHO), (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range Time since COVID, in months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychometry at the time of scan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: SD, Standard Deviation; f, female; m, male; IQ (MWT-B), pre-morbid IQ (measured by the German version of Multiple-Choice Vocabulary, called in German Mehrfachwahl-Wortschatz-Intelligenz test); MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment (assessment of mild cognitive dysfunction); WHO, World Health Organization (provides guidelines for scores on severity symptoms and duration of COVID-19 disease); MADRS, Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale; STAI, State- Trait Anxiety Inventory. Characters in bold font indicate statistically significant difference between patients with long-COVID and non-infected controls.
(MoCA). To keep a naturalistic study design, we did not define a certain age range or time since COVID-19 as inclusion criteria. We included men and women between age 18–70 and a range of 2–16 months of postacute COVID-19.

At the day of scanning all patients received comprehensive psychiatric diagnostic via Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI-Interview for DSM-5) (Sheehan et al., 1998) by trained interviewers. The resulting diagnoses were confirmed by a board-certified psychiatrist. None of the included patients had a history of psychiatric disorders prior to their COVID-19. Healthy controls were recruited from the community via press releases and contacted the laboratory via e-mail or phone. They were first screened for history of positive SARS-CoV-2 test or typical COVID-19 symptoms since December 2019. Additionally, at the day of scanning, they were serologically tested for the presence of IgG antibodies against SARS-CoV-2. If the participant was vaccinated against COVID-19, the Western blot differentiated between antibodies due to vaccination (only present antibodies against spike and/or receptor binding antigens) or previous infection (present antibodies against nucleocapsid antigen). Healthy control participants also received psychiatric screening according to the MINI-Interview for DSM-5 (Sheehan et al., 1998) which confirmed absence of any present or lifetime psychiatric disorder.

To confirm a significant neuropsychiatric symptom burden in patients compared to controls at the day of scanning all participants were rated for symptoms of depression with Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS, Montgomery et al., 1985) and completed the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI, Spielberger and Vagg, 1984) as a self-rating assessment for symptoms of anxiety. Furthermore, participants were screened for cognitive impairment with the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (Nasreddine et al., 2005).

Exclusion criteria for all participants were: exclusion criteria for an MRI scan, history of major neurological diseases and unmedicated internal medical conditions, especially chronic inflammatory conditions, and a history of or current substance abuse disorder. All participants completed the Multiple Choice Vocabulary Test B (MWT-B), which is available in German (Antretter et al., 2013), to estimate crystallized IQ and confirm the inclusion criterion of IQ higher 80.

All participants gave written informed consent to participate in the study. The study protocol was approved by the local Ethics Committee of Jena University Medical School.

### 2.2. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

All subjects underwent high-resolution T1-weighted MRI on a 3 Tesla Siemens Tim Trio scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a standard quadrature head coil and an axial 3-dimensional magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence (TR 2400 ms, TE 2.22 ms, α 9°, 208 contiguous sagittal slices, FoV 256 mm, voxel resolution 0.8 × 0.8 × 0.8 mm; acquisition time 6:38 min). The scan was part of an MRI protocol of 60 min total duration. All scans were checked to exclude imaging artefacts.

### 2.3. Voxel-based morphometry

For voxel-based morphometry (VBM), we used the CAT12 toolbox (Computational Anatomy Toolbox 12) of the Structural Brain Mapping group, Jena University Hospital, Jena, Germany, which is running as toolbox in SPM12 (Statistical Parametric Mapping, Institute of Neurology, London, UK). All T1-weighted images were corrected for bias–field inhomogeneities. All images were then segmented into gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) (Ashburner and Friston, 2005). The images were spatially normalised using the DARTEL algorithm (Ashburner, 2007). The segmentation process was further extended by accounting for partial volume effects (Tohka et al., 2004), applying adaptive maximum a posteriori estimations (Rajapakse et al., 1997). After pre-processing and in addition to visual checks for artefacts, all scans passed an automated quality check protocol. Scans were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm (FWHM). To guarantee that only gray matter areas were considered in the statistical analysis, we applied an absolute gray matter threshold of 0.1.

### 2.4. Statistics

To confirm neuropsychiatric symptom burden of long-COVID patients at the day of scanning we performed 2-sample t-tests (IBM SPSS Statistics, Version 27) comparing mean values of MADRS, STAI and MoCA between groups.

To compare GMV between the patients and the control group, we applied the general linear model (GLM) approach implemented in SPM12. We performed an ANOVA on the whole-brain level and included total intracranial volume (TIV), age, and gender as nuisance variables in order to remove the related variance in all our analyses.

Results from voxel-based morphometry were corrected by application of threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE) (Spisak et al., 2019) with 20,000 permutations and then corrected for multiple comparisons with the family-wise error method (FWE) applying a significance level of p < 0.05. Anatomical labelling of clusters was performed using Hammers atlas (Hammers et al., 2003).

To explore possible clinical and biological contributors to the volume differences we extracted adjusted raw values of maximum voxels (point of strongest effect size) of the significant clusters to IBM SPSS Statistics version 27 and performed stepwise linear regression to determine which of the following variables contributed to the variance of cortical volumes in patients: MADRS, STAI state and trait scales, MoCA, initial severity of COVID-19 and/or time since onset of COVID-19. Age and gender were also included in the model as GMV is strongly influenced by both. Age and gender were not significantly correlated to initial severity or time since onset of COVID-19 in our patient group as determined by correlation analysis.

### 3. Results

At the time of scanning groups differed significantly with respect to depressive symptoms measured by MADRS (p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 1.46) and cognitive symptoms measured by MoCA (p = 0.008, Cohen’s d = −0.81) with higher symptom burden in long-COVID patients. The groups did not differ regarding symptoms of state and trait anxiety as measured by the STAI. Descriptive statistics of sample properties and psychometric data is presented in Table 1.

The group analysis in SPM yielded several clusters of significantly larger GMV (significance level p < 0.05, FWE-corrected) in patients spanning fronto-temporal areas, insula, hippocampus, amygdala, basal ganglia, and thalamus in both hemispheres when compared to controls. There were few clusters of smaller GMV, mostly in bilateral lingual gyri (Table 2, Fig. 1).

Results of the stepwise multiple regression carried out in patients with long-COVID and controls are shown in Table 3. For all clusters with larger GMV in patients the R² for the overall model ranged from 0.537 to 0.805, indicating a high goodness-of-fit according to Cohen (1988). The whole model included gender, age, MADRS, STAI state and trait scales, MoCA, severity score of COVID-19 according to WHO, and time since onset of COVID-19 as regressors and predicted significantly GMV in the clusters with larger GMV in patients.

Among the variables related to COVID-19, time since onset of COVID-19 was a significant regressor in four of these clusters (anatomically located in right inferior frontal gyrus, lateral and posterior orbital gyrus, anterior parts of the insula, left superior, middle and inferior temporal gyrus and left postcentral and precentral gyrus, right fusiform gyrus, middle and inferior temporal gyrus, parahippocampal gyrus, hippocampus, superior temporal gyrus middle part). The relationship was inverse, suggesting higher GMV with shorter time since onset of COVID-19 (Fig. 2). Age and gender were significant predictors.
in all clusters, suggesting a linear relationship with GMV. Psychometric values (MADRS, STAI and MoCA) did not significantly predict GMV values.

For the two clusters with smaller GMV in patients only one model included one factor as a significant predictor (MADRS). The model showed a low goodness-of-fit ($R^2=0.201$). This small cluster was anatomically located in right lateral occipital lobe, cuneus, lingual gyrus.

### 4. Discussion

To our best knowledge, this is the first study reporting regionally increased gray matter in long-COVID patients with neuropsychiatric symptoms such as fatigue, depression and cognitive deficits and a mean time since disease onset of 8 months (range 2-16 months). Volumetric changes in patients were statistically predicted by age, gender and the time since infection by the SARS-CoV-2 virus.

The longitudinal landmark study by Douaud et al. reported decreased cortical thickness in orbitofrontal and parahippocampal gyrus in participants previously infected with SARS-CoV-2 compared to their pre-infection status (Douaud et al., 2022). This seemingly conflicting finding might result from several methodical differences between both studies. First of all, measures of cortical thickness and cortical volume, although often intercorrelated, deliver different information about changes in local cortical gray matter. Cortical thickness is a more sensitive marker of age-related decline in gray matter making it important to note, that the UK Biobank sample was 10 years older on average. VBM on the other hand amalgamates aspects of cortical thickness, surface area and folding (Hutton et al., 2009; Storsve et al., 2014). Also, participants in UK Biobank were described as mild cases, which apart from report of greater cognitive decline than controls did not receive any further neuropsychiatric characterization. Furthermore, the second scan was performed 141 days after infection on average compared to an average of 8 months in the present study. Pathophysiological mechanisms related to neuropsychiatric symptoms might follow differing temporal trajectories. But even if we ruled out a history of psychiatric conditions in retrospect, the cross-sectional design of the present study cannot entirely eliminate effects of pre-existing symptoms before COVID-19, which is a great strength of the UK Biobank study.

In line with our hypothesis, we report GMV alterations in the limbic and secondary olfactory system in patients with long-COVID in comparison to non-infected participants. The VBM analyses showed significant larger GMV in clusters covering bilateral fronto-temporal areas, insula, hippocampus, amygdala, basal ganglia, and thalamus in long-COVID patients compared to controls. The current study therefore replicates findings of previous VBM-studies that were carried out at 3 months after infection (Lu et al., 2020) and 6 months after infection (Tu et al., 2021) reporting GMV increase in patients compared to controls as well. However, our findings go beyond these published findings, first, by demonstrating persistent alterations in patients with a mean time of 8 months after COVID-19 and, second, by documenting an association of GMV alterations with time elapsed since the acute phase of the disease.

The presence of larger rather than smaller GMV in long-COVID patients when compared to controls, might indicate compensatory or recovery effects. This is in line with the findings by Lu et al. (2020). Compensatory or recovery effects could be considered especially for areas belonging to and connected with the olfactory system, which is suspected to be the system first infected by SARS-CoV on its way into the central nervous system using retrograde neuronal transport mechanisms (Netland et al., 2008). The primary olfactory cortex (piriform cortex) was not affected in our analysis, but structures belonging to the secondary olfactory system such as thalamus, insula, striatum, hippocampus, and amygdala were (Han et al., 2019). In cases of infection of the upper respiratory tract with subsequent loss of smell in patients, GMV in the central olfactory system has been found to be decreased in the acute phase of COVID-19 due to lack of stimulation. During the time of recovery, the volume of the system was found to be enlarged (Gellrich et al., 2017). One mechanism of volume increases during recovery could be neurogenesis with migration of neuroblasts from the subventricular zone or the subgranular layer of the hippocampus’ dentate gyrus into the affected olfactory areas replacing interneurons like periglomerular and granular cells (Curtis et al., 2007). Another mechanism of recovery could be an increased functional activity resulting in hypertrophy of neurons and amplification of dendritic connections, as suggested in sensory deprivation models (Karstensen et al., 2015).

Several areas belonging to the secondary olfactory system are also part of the structural and functional limbic system enabling cognitive functioning such as emotion processing, learning, and memory (Rolls, 2015). Since, and representative for long-COVID patients (Schou et al., 2021), our patient cohort was significantly affected by depression and cognitive dysfunctions, structural alterations in this network might mediate these symptoms. Respective evidence for the relevance of structural and functional alterations in the medial prefrontal cortex, the
medial and caudolateral orbital cortex (medial prefrontal network), the amygdala, the hippocampus, and ventromedial parts of the basal ganglia for psychiatric symptoms has been reported in various studies on patients with major depressive disorder (Banasr et al., 2021). Comparably, a significant role of gray matter alterations, globally and in hippocampus, mediotemporal lobe structures in particular has been documented in patients with mild cognitive impairment at risk for developing dementia (Raji et al., 2019).

Therefore, the finding of structural alterations in the brain areas decisive for psychological and cognitive health in post-COVID-19 patients might imply that these contribute to the variety of respective symptoms in COVID-19 survivors (Putri et al., 2021). Against our expectation clinical symptom burden measured by MADRS, STAI and MoCA was not associated with GMV in any of the altered clusters. An exception was MADRS being a predictor in a small cluster with lower GMV in patients than in controls located in right lateral occipital lobe, cuneus, lingual gyrus. Overall, this might hint towards clinical subtypes of long- and post-COVID syndromes and/or a regionally diverse relationship between gray matter volume and symptom burden. These relationships should be explored further with region-of-interest analyses in larger samples.

Apart from compensatory processes, an alternative explanation for larger GMV in patients with COVID-19 could be ongoing inflammatory activity that results in endothelial activation, microvascular dysfunction, and vasogenic increase of tissue water (Whitmore and Kim, 2021). This hypothesis is worth testing, since there is some evidence of systemically increased inflammatory markers in long-COVID patients. Those markers were associated with long-term symptoms of depression and anxiety. Also, reduced levels of IL-6 predicted improvement of depressive symptoms (Mazza et al., 2020, 2021). In immunometabolic major depression, which is clinically similar to neuropsychiatric long-COVID, dysregulation of both the innate and adaptive immune system was reported. There is a measurable increase of pro-inflammatory markers both on a systemic as well as CNS level. Long-term neuroinflammatory activity appears to be associated with cortical volume loss rather than increase though (Beurel et al., 2020; Frodl and Amico, 2014). Therefore the very pathway between systemic inflammation and increase of cortical volume in long-COVID remains
unknown. A component specific to acute and long-term effects of SARS-CoV-2 might be disruption of the blood-brain-barrier (BBB) by infection and destruction of endothelium and pericytes by the virus (Theoharis, 2022). This might subsequently lead to perivascular inflammation and disruption of glymphatic drainage, but data on this mechanism is still scare (Langan et al., 2022).

Another novel finding of our study is that the time since onset of COVID-19 is associated with changes in volumes of gray matter. In four clusters (anatomically located in right inferior frontal gyrus, lateral and posterior orbital gyrus, anterior parts of the insula, left superior, middle and inferior temporal gyrus and left postcentral and precentral gyrus, right fusiform gyrus, middle and inferior temporal gyrus, para-hippocampal gyrus, hippocampus, superior temporal gyrus middle part) time since onset of COVID-19 was significant as an inverse predictor of the volume, suggesting that larger GMV might decrease over time. It is quite possible that decreasing volumes are part of recovery from COVID-19. This hypothesis would be best to test in a longitudinal data set.

Our study documents that patients with long-COVID, who are suffering from the typical neuropsychiatric symptoms, show brain alterations in gray matter volumes that are predicted by patient’s age, gender and time since disease onset but not by symptom burden.

Apart from the cross-sectional design our study is limited by the heterogeneity between the initial clinical assessment the recruiting was based on and the assessments performed at the day of scanning. Also there is considerable heterogeneity of the individual time frames between infection, appointment in the post-COVID clinic and scanning as a part of the study. Even though this naturalistic approach suggested to test for associations of brain structural alterations with time since infection, this might obscure diverse clinical trajectories of subgroups.

Further analyses stratifying long-COVID patients with neuropsychiatric symptoms according to severity of depressive or cognitive symptoms could yield further insight into the process of recovery. Unfortunately, our sample size is not suited for that analysis yet. The identification of neural correlates for symptom burden in people with long-COVID paves the way towards a better understanding of the disease and targeted therapy.
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**Table 3**

Duration of long-COVID, gender and age are significant regressors of increased GMV in patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anatomical regions</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>F (df)</th>
<th>significant predictors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>corresponding to clusters of differences in gray matter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(unstandardized B, standardized B, significance)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-COVID patients &lt; healthy controls</th>
<th>n.a.</th>
<th>n.a.</th>
<th>No variables were entered into the equation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>right lingual gyrus</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>F(1,25)= 6.306, p = 0.019</td>
<td>MADRS (0.003; 0.449; p = 0.019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right lateral occipital lobe, cuneus, lingual gyrus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-COVID patients &gt; healthy controls</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>right inferior frontal gyrus, lateral orbital gyrus,insula anterior short gyrus, posterior orbital gyrus, anterior inferior insula</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>F(1,25)= 20.4, p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>gender (0.11, 0.45 p = 0.001) age (–0.008, –0.8, p&lt;0.001) time since COVID-19 (–0.008, –0.26, p = 0.034)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left middle and inferior temporal gyrus, anterior temporal lobe lateral part, superior temporal gyrus anterior part, superior temporal gyrus middle part</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>F(3,23)= 19.07, p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>gender (0.118, 0.47, p = 0.001) age (–0.008, –0.78, p&lt;0.001) time since COVID-19 (–0.009, –0.275, p = 0.029)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right superior middle frontal gyrus, middle frontal gyrus</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>F(2,24)= 33.1, p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>gender (0.049, 0.41, p = 0.001) age (–0.004, –0.82, p&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left amygdala, putamen, pallidum, hippocampus, insula posterior long gyrus, insula anterior long gyrus</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>F(2,24)= 44.56, p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>gender (0.093, 0.399, p = 0.001) age (–0.008, –0.86, p&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left postcentral gyrus, precentral gyrus</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>F(3,23)= 21.65, p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>gender (0.081, 0.51, p&lt;0.001) age (–0.005, –0.78, p&lt;0.001) time since COVID-19 (–0.005, –0.26, p = 0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right fusiform gyrus, middle and inferior temporal gyrus, parahippocampal and ambient gyrus, hippocampus, superior temporal gyrus middle part</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>F(3,23)= 14.08, p = 0.001</td>
<td>gender (0.118, 0.43, p = 0.004) age (–0.009, –0.74, p&lt;0.001) time since COVID-19 (–0.01, –0.3, p = 0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left lateral occipital lobe, superior parietal gyrus, angular gyrus</td>
<td>0.537</td>
<td>F(2,24)= 13.9, p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>gender (0.060, 0.35, p = 0.022) age (–0.005, –0.7, p&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left medial and inferior temporal gyrus, fusiform gyrus</td>
<td>0.549</td>
<td>F(2,24)= 14.62, p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>gender (0.07, 0.38, p = 0.012) age (–0.006, –0.7, p&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left thalamus, right thalamus, left caudate nucleus</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>F(2,24)= 25.14, p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>gender (0.095, 0.41, p = 0.002) age (–0.008, –0.78, p&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right amygdala, pallidum, hippocampus, substantia nigra, parahippocampal and ambient gyrus</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>F(2,24)= 46.3, p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>gender (0.044, 0.41, p&lt;0.001) age (–0.004, –0.86, p&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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